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COLOR OPINIONS          PHOTO: OBJECT CARPET 

 

THINKING IN COLORS AND DESIGNING ROOM ATMOSPHERES WITH “COLOR 

OPINIONS” BY OBJECT CARPET 

Bright colors, spectacular designs and exceptional textures – when it comes to applying colors 

and trends to interiors, OBJECT CARPET is one of the leading innovators in the area of high-

quality floor coverings. The premium label has made sustainable carpet fashion a top priority 

for many years and continues to bring playful creativity to flooring. In collaboration with the 

color and trend agency zukunftStil in Hannover, the team created an entirely new color concept, 

COLOR OPINIONS, which not only includes new trendy hues but also makes it possible to create 

atmospheres with exquisite effects. 

The clientele of OBJECT CARPET reads like a Who’s-Who of the top-class brand world: Porsche, 

Joop, Karl Lagerfeld, Rolex, Adidas and Microsoft – famous cult labels stand by (and on) OBJECT 

CARPET. The sustainable carpets and floor coverings impress with more than just a remarkable 

lifecycle balance, enormous durability and long lifespan, they also feature innovative design.  
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At the same time, they continue to offer creative freedom when it comes to assembling an 

individual look. With this current COLOR OPINIONS concept, the design brand from Stuttgart 

is showing how much potential there is in fashioning eye-catching floors. For this it combines 

different worlds of colors and styles with impressive materials to construct aesthetic inspirations. 

Extensive trend-scouting and monitoring process to find new ideas 

Whether it’s open living areas, presentations in hotels, at operas and museums or modern open-

space offices, zones in shops and restaurant concepts with a cult factor – the flooring plays an 

increasingly important role in interior design. With the trend collection COLOR OPINIONS, 

OBJECT CARPET is expanding its product range, offering architects, specialised dealers and 

consumers a pool of inspiration with current colors and materials.  

Working with the color designers Livia Baum and Jutta Werner from the color and trend agency 

zukunftStil, an extensive trend-scouting and monitoring process has resulted in an innovative 

collection with fascinating color and trend worlds. All 1,200 styles and colors from OBJECT 

CARPET were scouted on a scientific basis, clustered, prioritised and transferred into three 

exciting style worlds in terms of trends. An additional 15 contemporary colors in five popular 

styles were developed to reflect trends even more precisely and offer more options.  

All new trend colors are also available as broadlooms and RUGX, with a large part available 

as acoustic tiles. These innovations continue to inspire exciting looks for creative interior design 

in the office, hotel, living or retail sector.  

Three style worlds construct an individual creative universe 

Three key topics crystallised from the scientific analysis of macro-trends: “health & sustainability”, 

“trust & value” and “digitisation & slowing down”.  

NATURAL CONTRAST, for example, focuses on a natural look with a mix of clear freshness and 

cultural contrasts. Authentic, harmonious and textured, colors such as lilac, cream, soft yellow, 

mint green and brick red evoke a sensual but also activating atmosphere in the space. It is ideal 

in combination with sustainable materials such as textiles, wood, plaster surfaces, rattan, wicker 

and wool.  

Trust, individuality and value are embodied by INTENSIVE GRACE. Velvety, elegant and 

expressive, berry hues, cashmere and dark blue meet marble, terrazzo, colored glass or brass. 

Here the dark colors and intensive maximalism compose a new form of luxury.  

With smart, clear and subtle hues, SOFT MINIMALISM gets to the heart of the third trend. 

Delicate, light chalk colors and a clear, minimalist design create a connection between people 

and digitisation. Light, calming and pure: When light blue, colorful greys and soft olive 

interweave with granite, marble, wood, linen and concrete, this generates a spherical 

expansiveness that unites different levels of space.  
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Five ways to style your floors in a free and personal manner  

This certainly doesn’t cover the whole range of combinations. On the contrary: together with 

zukunftStil, OBJECT CARPET has developed additional options for each trend world. Five room 

atmospheres, each distinguished by unique color schemes and characteristics, round out the 

creative potential and raise the possibilities to a whole new level. When they are used with a 

wide range and mix of materials, they achieve distinct spatial effects that can be used in any 

kind of work, home and sales environment. RE:GENERATE, for example, stands for relaxation, 

mindfulness and balance. This inspires you to recharge energy and strength through a design 

with subtle contrasts and soft hues. If you value clarity and elegance, PURE:LINE is the natural 

choice. OPEN:SPACE is the perfect way to achieve open space concepts. It is ideal for creative 

islands, retreats and cosy communication areas. With sophisticated color concepts, surfaces and 

floor designs, WE:WORK also creates an optimal work atmosphere. Stimulating, vibrant settings 

can also be achieved with BE:CREATE. It’s unconventional, sparkling and informal. 

Visual and tactile inspiration for designing rooms 

Thinking in colors, discovering trend worlds and exploring materials – this is both an incentive 

and a passion for OBJECT CARPET. With over 1,200 styles and colors, the premium label for 

floor covering captivates with its unique variety in modern interior design. The 15 completely 

new COLOR OPINIONS trend colors from the three style worlds add even more variety to the 

range. They are presented smartly and clearly with sample applications in the Trend Booklet and 

Trend View Book. Both can be ordered at export@object-carpet.com. Because carpet is a sensory 

experience, it wants to be felt, sensed and touched. This is exactly what is possible in the 

“Creative Space” of the OBJECT CAMPUS, the headquarters of OBJECT CARPET. Here visitors 

can experience the styles, colors and materials in person, create their own moodboards and get 

creative at the highest level. To this end, the label has compiled a unique material database with 

Raumprobe Stuttgart. Whether vinyl, lacquer, wallpaper or stone, textiles, glass, plastics or 

laminated materials – there are no limits to the imagination. More than 300 different surfaces 

and patterns invite the creation of personal collages and numerous atmospheres.  

More information: www.object-carpet.com 

mailto:export@object-carpet.com
http://www.object-carpet.com/
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Livia Baum and Jutta Werner from zukunftStil   Photo: OBJECT CARPET 

 

 

Photo: OBJECT CARPET 

NATURAL CONTRAST – naturalness blends with ethnological influences into a pure design 

distinguished by contrasting accents in cultural color arrangements. Traditional ideas from 

Japan, Africa and Scandinavia combine an international scope with an authentic, relaxed 

cosiness. The room is clear and fresh, giving rise to a sensual as well as activating atmosphere. 
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Photo: OBJECT CARPET 

INTENSIVE GRACE – Dark colors and an intensive, elegant maximalism create a new form of 

luxury and value. Art déco, art nouveau and baroque merge with a color-enveloping, calming 

setting that has a mysterious touch. The result is a mix of geometric opulence and casual 

elegance. 

 

 

Photo: OBJECT CARPET 

SOFT MINIMALISM – Delicate, light chalk colors and a clear, minimalist design create a 

connection between people and digitisation. The digital slowdown is supported by a calming 

aesthetic and shows a desire for interaction coupled with relaxation. In a room, these levels 

combine into a weightless, spherical expansiveness. 
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In the CREATIVE SPACE in the OBJECT CAMPUS, more than 300 different surfaces and 

patterns can be assembled into personal collages to form a wide range of atmospheres. 

Showroom visitors can use this material database, which was created in cooperation 

with Raumprobe Stuttgart, to explore their own creativity and construct numerous unique 

combinations with COLOR OPINIONS. 

 

 

            COLOR OPINIONS                       Photo: OBJECT CARPET 
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SKILL x CHILL1250      TOSH 1403 

  Photographs: OBJECT CARPET 

 

 

    CONTRACT 1066         PHOTO: OBJECT CARPET 
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      TOSH 1403           Photo: OBJECT CARPET 
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About OBJECT CARPET 

 

Since 1972, OBJECT CARPET has stood for quality, design and innovation in the commercial 

property sector. A sense of aesthetics and color, in combination with advanced production 

techniques, results in elegant and unusual designs in the form of rugs, carpet tiles and custom-

cut carpets. With over 1,200 styles and colors as well as individually-customised products, the 

OBJECT CARPET collection offers a unique diversity for modern interior design, manufactured 

from high-quality raw materials. All OBJECT CARPET styles are also free from harmful emissions 

and are bitumen-free, latex-free, and PVC-free. They bear the German Federal Environmental 

Agency’s Blue Angel ecolabel. They have been tested by TÜV and are suitable for people with 

allergies. This is appreciated by partners and customers around the world, from the Berlinale to 

the “Healthy Seas” initiative.  

 

Numerous design and business awards, such as the widely respected German Design and Red 

Dot Awards, have demonstrated OBJECT CARPET’s outstanding design competence and 

corporate achievements. For example, OBJECT CARPET was chosen as one of the “top 50 

German luxury brands” by Ernst & Young and voted one of the “brands of the century” by 

Langenscheidt. 

 

With innovative production techniques and sustainable manufacturing methods, OBJECT 

CARPET is a pioneering enterprise that enables design visions to become reality. So it was no 

surprise that the company was selected to provide the “VIP carpet” for the German Sustainability 

Award ceremony. OBJECT CARPET’s tiles, wall-to-wall and custom-cut carpets – under the name 

RUGX – are verifiably recommended by the TÜV (German Technical Inspection Association) for 

allergy sufferers, and reduce dust content and particulate matter in the air (DAAB – German 

Allergy - and Asthma Association). Experience OBJECT CARPET's world of color and materials 

in any one of the company's showrooms in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. 
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